We say that x and y communicate if x -► y and y -> x.
In [6] and [2] we studied the unilateral random walks on completely simple and compact semigroups respectively. In the compact case [2] we showed that' Z and S ate always recurrent with their recurrent states form- . This last result of [2] is the only major fact we are using in the present paper, while the methods employed in the present paper are different from those of [2] and [6] . Different methods were needed to handle the bilateral case since the methods used in [2] Step I. Let x, y £ eKe, e being some idempotent of K (eKe being a group Similarly, lim p (N(zx))> 0. Hence I is an ideal and hence KC I.
(ii) We have p" * x(p")(N(x)) = f p"(N(x)y~l)x(pn)(dy). since /r P,ix, N)(v + v )(dx)= vAN), since the support of the invariant measure v on the class C is contained in C (see [6] ).
( Here X x G x Y is the support of Q, the identity of the kernel group of \pn. n > l!-. Then as above, the essential classes of the bilateral walk induced by p * Q ate at most two and are the same as those of the original walk since Q is a cluster point of \pn\.
